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METHOD OF MARING RAAOR BLADE 
PACKAGES 

Ross Nadeau, Newark, and Anton Rothschmitt, 
Irvington, N. J., assignors to Club Razor & 
Blade Manufacturing Corp., Newark, N. J., a 
corporation of New Jersey 
Application August 15, 1940, Serial No. 352,706 

(C. 93-2) Claims. 

This invention relates generally to razor 
blades. More particularly our invention relates 
to an improved razor blade package and to a 
novel method and means for making the same. 
One of the objects of our invention is to pro 

vide an improved process and apparatus for 
wrapping razor blades of the character described 
which shall consist of such steps and which shall 
comprise apparatus so constructed and arranged 
that the speed with which the blades may be 
wrapped or packaged shall be greatly increased 
thereby lowering the manufacturing cost. 
Another object of our invention is to provide 

in a method and means for wrapping razor blades 
of the character described, an improved method 
and arrangement of apparatus whereby the Wrap 
ping or packaging of such blades may be ac 
complished by a continuous non-stop process. 

Still another object of our invention is to pro 
vide an apparatus for Wrapping razor blades of 
the character described which shall be charac 
terized by certain novel constructional features 
relating to the blanking, blade feeding, folding 
and other features representing a general im 
provement in the art and which will, at the same 
time, speed up the quantity of razor blades 
Wrapped. 
A further object of our invention is to provide 

a highly improved razor blade package which 
shall be so designed that the blade contained 
therein will be prevented from movement with 
respect to the Wrapper and thus the tendency 
for the cutting edges of the blade to break 
through the wrapping will be reduced to a mini 

. 
Further objects of our invention will become 

apparent in the following detailed description 
thereof. s 
In the accompanying drawings, 
Fig. 1 is a schematic drawing illustrating the 

various steps employed in our novel process for 
wrapping razor blades; 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged plan view of a portion 
of the paper strip shown in Fig. 1 and illustrat 
ing the same after the printing and blanking 
operations have taken place; 

Figs. 3, 4, and 5 are enlarged perspective views 
of portions of the wrapping strip shown in Fig. 1, 
but illustrating further steps in Our improved 
process; 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged cross-sectional view taken 
substantially on the line 6-6 of Fig. 5; 

Fig. 7 is a perspective view similar to Figs. 
3 to 5, but illustrating a further step in our im 
proved process; 
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Fig. 8 is an enlarged cross-sectional view tak 
en substantially on the line 8-8 of Fig. 7; 

Fig. 9 is a view similar to Fig. 2 but illustrat 
ing a modified form of our invention; 

Fig. 10 is a cross-sectional view similar to 
Fig. 8 but relating to the form of invention shown 
in Fig. 9; 

FigS. 11 and 12 are vertical sectional views 
through the apparatus representing an embodi 
ment of our invention and illustrating the im 
proved continuous wrapping process from the 
blanking operation of the paper web through to 
the insertion of the individually wrapped blades 
into cartons; 

Fig. 13 is a slightly enlarged cross-sectional 
view taken substantially on the line 3-3 of 
Fig. 11; t 

Figs. 14 and 15 are enlarged cross-sectional 
views taken substantially on the lines 4-4 and 
5- - 5 of Fig. 11; 
Fig. 16 is an enlarged view of a portion of the 

blade feeding apparatus shown in Fig. 11; 
Fig. 1 is a CrOSS-Sectional view taken sub 

stantially on the line - 7 of Fig. 16; 
Fig. 18 is an enlarged cross-sectional view tak 

en substantially on the line 8-8 of Fig. 11; 
Fig. 19 is an enlarged Cross-sectional view illus 

trating in greater detail a portion of the appa 
ratus shown in Fig. 11; 

Fig. 20 is a cross-sectional view of reduced size 
taken substantially on the line 20-20 of Fig. 19 

Fig. 21 is an enlarged cross-sectional view tak 
en substantially on the line 2-2 of Fig. 11; 

Fig. 22 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of 
a portion of the apparatus shown in Fig. 21; 

Fig. 23 is a cross-sectional view taken substan 
tially on the line 23-23 of Fig. 22; 

Fig. 24 is a cross-sectional view taken substan 
tially on the line 24-24 of Fig. 22; 

Fig. 25 is an enlarged Cross-sectional view tak 
en substantially on the line 25-25 of Fig. 12; 

Fig. 26 is an enlarged elevational view, partly 
sectional, similar to a portion of the apparatus 
shown in Fig. il, but illustrating a modified form 
of our invention; and 

Fig. 27 is an end elevational view (partly sec 
tional) thereof. . 

Referring now in detail to the drawings and 
in particular to Figs, 1 to 8 there is illustrated 
the various steps in our improved process for 
wrapping safety razor blades of the double-edged 
type. Heretofore the packing of razor blades 
of the class described has generally been accom 
plished in a rotary System comprising a number 
of stations and in which certain operations were 
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performed at each station. In this system, a 
stopping of the operation of the process occurred 
during the time when the articles were trans 
ferred from one station to another. This inter 
mittent operation resulted in a loss of efficiency 
in production. In accordance with our inven 
tion there is provided a process which is con 
tinuous and uninterrupted and by means of 
Which we have been able to greatly increase the 
number of razor blades wrapped per minute. 
As shown in Figs. 1 to 8 the continuous process 

for wrapping razor blades in accordance with 
our invention comprises the following steps. A 
strip or continuous Web 30 of suitable razor blade 
Wrapping material, such as paper, is unrolled 
from a reel 3 and after passing over a suitable 
tension roller 32 is fed through a suitable print 
ing mechanism 33 where it is printed in accord 
ance with a predetermined design. After the 
strip 30 emerges from the printing mechanism 
33 it is next blanked while continuing to move 
in an axial direction to provide cut-out or 
notched areas 35 as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Si 
multaneously with the blanking operation the 
Strip 30 may be provided with score lines 36 dis 
posed transversely of the length of the strip and 
suitably positioned with respect to a subsequent 
folding operation. A spot of glue 3 or other 
Suitable adhesive Substance is next deposited on 
the moving strip 30 in a predetermined posi 
tion, The strip 30 continues to move on to the 
next station where a pair of score lines 39, par 
allel to the longitudinal edges of the strip 30 are 
provided, the strip 30, then appearing as shown 
in Fig. 3 Where it is noted that a pair of end 
flaps 4 are thus formed. 
While the strip 30 still continues to move ax 

ially a naked blade 40 ready for use is deposited 
On the said strip 30. As shown in Fig. 4 the 
blade 40 is disposed transversely of the length 
of the strip 30 and in the rectangular space 
formed by the pairs of score lines 36 and 39. It 
is noted that in accordance with our invention, 
the score lines 36 are spaced apart so as to leave 
a slight margin between each score line 36 and 
a cutting edge 4.0a of the blade 40, while the end 
edges 40b of the blade 40 are disposed substan 
tially flush with the score lines 39, the purpose 
of this latter arrangement will soon become ap 
parent. As the strip 30 continues to move the 
short flaps 4 defined by the score lines 39 and 
the longitudinal edges of the strip 30 are folded 
Over from the dotted line position shown in Fig. 
5 to the full line position. Due to the fact that 
the end edges 40b of the blade 40 substantially 
coincide with the score lines 39, the folding of 
the flaps 4 is effected with the said edges 40b 
as folding gauges. As clearly shown in Fig. 6 
and as described above the blade 40 will thus be 
prevented from movement in a direction across 
the width of the strip 30 and will consequently 
remain in a fixed position, thus preventing the 
sharp edges 4.0a of the blade 40 from cutting 
into the paper strip 30. 
The next step in the process of our invention 

is to cut the strip 30 at predetermined intervals 
on predetermined transverse cutting lines 42 to 
provide a pair of long flaps 43 and 44 defined 
by the score lines 36. The flaps 43 and 44 are 
then folded inwardly toward each other on the 
score lines 36, to overlap as shown in Figs, 7 and 
8. Since the flap 44 carries the adhesive spot 
3, the flap 43 is folded over first and the flap 

caused to overlie the flap 43. A slight pres 
Sure is then exerted on the uppermost flap 44, 
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which causes the spot 37 to adhere to the flap 

, thus completely enveloping the blade 4 in a 
wrapping. 
The strip to may be made of any suitable pa 

per for Wrapping blades, such as for example, 
paper having a waterproofed or waxed coating 

protect the blades from corrosion due to mois 
re 
If desired a double wrapper may be provided 

for the blade 40. In such case, as shown in Fig. 
9 the outer wrapper may be composed of any 
desired material known to the art such as the 
strip 30 which may be printed on one side, while 
the inner wrapper may be waxed and may be 
made from a second web or strip 45 overlying the 
strip 30', the said strips 45 and 30 being moved 
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axially in a continuous process as hereinbefore 
described. In this latter form of my invention, 
however, a hole 46 may be provided in the strip 
45 at predetermined intervals so that the glue 
Spot 3 will penetrate to the outer wrapper 30 
to maintain the package in closed position as 
shown in Fig. 10. 
In accordance with our invention the contin 

uOuS process above described continues with the 
Stacking of a measured number of wrapped 
blades, in this case five, as shown by the stack 
47 in Fig. 1, after which the stack is automati 
cally inserted in a cardboard carton 48 of cus 
tomary construction and is then carried off, as 
shown by the arrow 49, for boxing and shipping. 

It is noted that by feeding the naked blades 
On to the moving strip 30 in a transverse direc 
tion with respect to the length of the strip 3D, 
the interval between the depositing of the blades 
may be made much shorter than when the blades 
are deposited in direction with their longitudinal 
axes parallel to the longitudinal axis of the strip 
30. Our continuous process is thereby greatly 
Speeded up by feeding the blades in a transverse 
direction. 

In FigS. 11 to 25 there is illustrated in greater 
detail than that shown in Fig. 1, an apparatus 
for carrying out the above described process and 
for producing, as a new article of manufacture, 
the Wrapped blade or blade package shown in 
FigS. 7 and 8, which has produced satisfactory 
results and which also contemplates the follow 
ing novel features of construction. 
Any suitable type of printing mechanism well 

known to the art may be employed for printing 
the strip 30 used for wrapping the blades 4D. 
From the printing mechanism the strip. 3D is fed 
to a blanking device 50 shown in Fig. 11, the said 
blanking device being so designed as to cut-out 
predetermined portions 35 of the strip 3D for 
forming the flaps 4 as hereinbefore described, 
Without interrupting the continuous axial move 
ment of the said strip 30. The blanking device 
50 may comprise a pair of tension rollers 5 and 
52 mounted on the shafts 53 and 54 respectively, 
the Said shafts 53 and 54 being in turn journaled 
in a frame 55, as shown in Figs. 11 and 13. The 
upper roller 5 is mounted on an arm 56 which in 
turn is pivotally mounted on the frame SS by 
means of the pivot 57. A spring 58 supplies the 
tension for the roller 5. 
An upper negative die 60 and a lower positive 

die 6 are provided, the said dies 60 and B being 
SO arranged that when they come together in the 
position shown in Fig. 13 they will blank or cut 
out portions 62 (see Fig. 13) forming the notches 
35 shown in Fig. 2. A suitable chute A may be 
provided for carrying off the blanked portions 
62. The following means are provided for mov 



ing the dies to and toward and away from 
each other in proper synchronism with the nove 
ment of the strip 30 to render the blanking Operate 
tion continuous and uninterrupted. 
The die 60 is mounted on a collar which is 

in turn freely mounted on a shaft 6. Similarly 
the die 6 is mounted on a collar 65 which is in 
turn freely mounted on a shaft 66. The shafts 
64 and 66 may be integral with and at the same 
time eccentric with respect to the axes of a pair 
of shafts 6 and 68 respectively, journaled in the 
frame 55. It is thus seen from the above descrip 
tion that when the shafts 87 and 68 are rotated 
the shafts 64 and 66 will travel in an orbit with 
respect to the axes of the said shafts 6 and 68. 
The shafts 67 and 68 are caused to rotate by 
means of a main driving shaft 0, through a 
bevel gear 7 fixed to the said shaft to which is in 
mesh with a second bevel gear 72 fixed to a shaft 
73 for rotation therewith. The shaft T3 is jour 
nailed in the frame 55. Also fixed to the shaft 3 
for rotation therewith is a main driving gear 4. 
Directly in mesh with the gear 4 is a gear 5 
fixed to the shaft 67 and an idler gear 6 mount 
ed on a shaft supported by the frame 55. A 
gear 78 fixed to the shaft 68 is directly in mesh 
with the idler gear 76. 

It is therefore seen from the above described 
construction that when the main driving shaft 
TO is rotated in a clockwise direction (as viewed 
from Fig. 11) the gear 74 will cause the gears 5 
and 76 to rotate in a counterclockwise direction, 
and the gear 78 will then be rotated in a clockwise 
direction. The gears 75 and 8 will then be ror 
tated in opposite directions and the dies 60 and 
6, during a predetermined period of movement 
in their orbit will move in the same direction 
and at the same rate as the strip 30. 
The dies 60 and 6 may be guided in their 

movements and prevented from lateral displace 
ment by a pair of brackets 79 and 80 respectively 
slidably mounted on the rods 8. 
The dies 60 and 6 may be so designed as to 

provide the transverse score lines 36 (see Fig. 3) 
simultaneously with the blanking operation. 
The heretofore described automatic intermit 

tent depositing of the adhesive 3 may be accom 
plished by providing an adhesive reservoir 82 (see 
Fig. 11) which may be fixed to the brackets 79 
for movement therewith. An open tubular dis 
pensing spout 83 is provided depending from the 
bottom of the reservoir 82 through which a quan 
tity of adhesive is drawn out and deposited on 
the moving strip 30 each time that the spout 83 
contactively engages the said strip 30 by the 
downward movement of the upper die 60 from its 
position shown in Fig.11. 
As also shown in Fig. 11, the strip 30 passes 

between pairs of suitably constructed tension 
rollers 84, 85 and 86, 87, to maintain the said 
strip under proper tension for the purpose Of 
depositing a naked blade on the moving strip and 
of folding the end flaps 4. One suitable type of 
tension roller construction is shown in Fig. 14, 
where it is noted that in order to avoid the de 
struction of the adhesive spot 37, the upper roll 
ers 84 and 86 may each be provided with a cen 
tral circumferential groove 88 (see Fig. 14) of 
sufficient width and depth to clear the spot 3. 
The roller 84 is preferably provided with a pair 
of scoring blades 89 which automatically make 
the score lines 39 while the strip passes through 
the rollers 84, 85. 

After passing through the rollers 84, 85, the 
strip 30 continues its axial movement to a station 
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where a single blade 40 is deposited thereon in the 
space formed by the pairs of score lines 8 and 8 
by the following means. w 

Referring to Figs. 11 and 15 to 17 it is noted 
that a supply S of blades 40 in condition to be 
wrapped is stacked between a pair of suitable 
guides 90. The ends of the lowermost blade are 
adapted to rest upon a pair of shoulders 9. At 
predetermined intervals and in synchronism with 
the movement of the strip a slidably mounted 
pusher member 92 is actuated so as to engage the 
shoulders Oc of the lowermost blade only and to 
dislodge the said blade from the stack S and 
push the same from its dotted line position shown 
in Fig. 17 to the full line position where it clears 
the shoulders 91 and is then in position to drop 
down to be deposited on the surface of the mov 
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ing strip 30. 
In order to guide the blade, which has been 

pushed from underneath the stack S, into its 
proper position on to the strip 30, there is pro 
vided a pair of fingers 93 which are designed to 
enter the openings 95 of the type generally pro 
vided in double-edged blades, such as the blades 
40 and to move, for a predetermined interval of 
time, in the direction of and with the same speed 
as that of the moving strip 30. w 
The following mechanism, shown in Figs. 15 

and 16 is employed for effecting the Synchronized 
movement of the fingers 93 to insure that the 
blade 40 will fall into its proper position on the 
moving strip. m 
The fingers 93 are provided with integral angul 

lar extensions 93a which are in turn supported 
in a holding member 94 mounted on a shank 95. 
The said shank 95 is in turn rotatably mounted 
in a bearing 96 which forms a part of a vertically 
disposed plate 97. The plate 97, at its lower end, 
is fixed to a disc 98 eccentrically mounted on a 
shaft 99, for rotation therewith, the said shaft 
being in turn journaled in a bearing Co fixed 
to a bracket O. Fixed to the shaft 99 for ro 
tation therewith is a bevel gear 02 which is in 
mesh with another bevel gear 03 fixed to the 
main driving shaft 0. 

It is thus seen from the above description that 
when the shaft TO is rotated, the shaft 99 will 
rotate to cause the plate 9 and the member 94 
to move in an Orbit in accordance with the eccen 
tric disc 98. Such orbit is so designed that the 
fingers 93 will enter the apertures 95 of the blade 
40 just as the lowermost blade has been pushed 
of the stack S and the said fingers 93 will move 
With the blade in the same direction and with 
the same speed as that of the moving strip 30, 
to deposit the said blade 40 on the strip 30 with 
out interrupting the continuous axial movement 
of the said strip 30. To more positively guide 
the movement of the fingers 93 I have provided 
the upper portion of the plate 97 with a slot iO4 
(see Fig. 15) in which a shaft foa forming a part 
of an eccentric disc 05, similar to the eccentric 
disc 98, freely operates. The eccentric disc 05 
forms a part of a shaft OS journaled in the 
bearing to fixed to the bracket (O. To cause 
the simultaneous rotation of the shafts 99 and 
06, each of the said shafts 99 and 06 is provided 

with gears 08 and O9 respectively fixed thereto 
for rotation therewith and interconnected in 
meshing relationship by an idler pinion C on 
a shaft f supported by the bracket O. 
After the blade 40 has been properly deposited 

On the moving strip 30, as above described, the 
next step in the operation of our continuous 
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process, namely the folding of the end flaps 4 is 
accomplished by the following means. 
As clearly shown in Figs. 11 and 18, an auto 

matic folding device 2 is mounted adjacent the 
moving strip 30 as above described, the next step 
in the operation of our continuous process, name 
ly the folding of the end flaps 4 is accomplished 
by the following means. 
As clearly shown in Figs. 11 and 18, an auto 

matic folding device 2 is mounted adjacent 
the moving strip 30, designed to automatically 
fold the end flaps 4 inwardly toward each other 
on the score lines 39. The said device comprises 
a channel-shaped member consisting of the 
cammed side walls f4 and a bottom wall mem 
ber 5. 
The width of the channel formed between the 

walls 4 is only slightly greater than the longest 
dimension of the blade 40 between ends 40b, so 
that the flaps 4 which have been slightly bent 
upwardly due to the score lines 39 will be auto 
matically folded over flush up against the said 
ends 40b, using the said ends as a folding gauge. 
The walls f4 are disposed directly in the path 
of the flaps 4 of the moving strip 30, so that the 
folding will automatically take place, the said 
score lines 39 being adapted to facilitate the fold 
ing process. It is noted that the angularity of 
the inner surfaces of the walls f4 becomes more 
acute as the flaps pass through the device so 
that the folding process is gradual and continu 
Ous. After emergence from the folding device 
2 the folded flaps 4 are pressed down by the 

rollers 86 and 87 through which the strip 30 
paSSeS. 
The next step in our process is the cutting of 

the moving strip 30 on the lines 42 (see Fig. 7) to 
form the longer flaps 43 and 44 which may then 
be automatically folded over to completely en 
velop the blade 40 in a wrapping. For this pur 
pose I provide the following mechanism. 
A cutting blade 20 is mounted for vertical re 

ciprocatable movement in any suitable manner 
customarily employed for cutting moving strips, 
the said blade 120 being adapted to cooperate with 
a shearing edge 2 of a platform 22 over which 
the strip 30 passes, as shown in Fig. 19. 
The strip 30 is transversely cut by the blade 

i20 on the lines 42 to free the flaps 43 and 44 
which are then folded. Immediately after the 
cutting operation a presser foot f 50 is lowered 
in proper Synchronized. time and presses the 
blade and adjacent strip portion lying under 
neath the blade into a recess 23 which causes 
the long flaps 43 and 44 to bend up angularly, 
as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 19. When 
this has been done the direction of movement 
of the cut strip changes as shown in Fig. 1 so 
that it moves in the direction of the arrow 25 
and out of the path of the moving strip 30 (see 
Figs. 1 and 22). As shown in Figs. 21 to 24, 
during the time that the cut strip portions and 
the blade move in the direction of the arrow 25, 
they are caused to pass through an automatic 
folding device 30 similar to the folding device 
f f2. The said folding device f30 comprises the 
Spaced cammed walls 3 and the bottom Wall 
member 32 forming a channel as shown in Fig. 
24. The completely enveloped blade is then 
thrust forward to be received in a recess 33. 
where it is stacked as shown in Figs. 22 and 23. 
As shown in Figs. 21 and 22 the presser foot 
34 is so designed that it may press down on 

the stack in the recess f33 after each newly 
wrapped blade is received therein to thereby 
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flatten down the wrapper enveloping the blade 
and at the same time to cause the adhesive spot 
37 to effectively hold the flaps in closed position. 
The presser foot 34 may be suitably operated 

from the main driving shaft by the lever 20 in 
any suitable well known manner, such as that 
shown in Fig. 21. It is also noted that the 
presser foot 50 and the cutting blade 2 may 
be operated in the same manner as the operation 
of the presser foot 34 shown in Fig. 21, or in 
any other suitable manner known to the art. 

After a predetermined number of blades have 
been stacked in the recess 33 they are auto 
matically moved out of the recess by a pair of 
fingers f6 carried by a moving chain 37 con 
necting a pair of sprocket wheels 38 and 8 
and passing Over an idler sprocket wheel 2D 
forwardly disposed with respect to the sprocket 
38. The chain 37 may be driven by a shaft 
203 which in turn drives a second pair of 
sprocket wheels (4 (see, Fig. 12) and 42 (see 
Fig. 21) interconnected by the conveyor chain 
43. The Sprocket 42 is on the same shaft 4D 
as the sprocket 38. The stack of wrapped blades 
removed from the recess f3 is carried along by 
the fingers on the chain 37 for a short distance, 
as indicated in Fig. 1 after which a pusher device 
60 moves the stack of wrapped blades in the 

direction of the arrow f44 back to its original 
line and into a carton 48 which has been re 
leased from a stack W of cartons (see Fig. 12) 
and automatically opened for the reception of 
the stack of wrapped blades in any suitable man 
ner known to the packaging art. The finished 
carton 46 is then deposited in a conveyor men 
ber 47 on the chain 43 to be conveyed and 
dropped off to a receiving chute 48. 

In Fig. 25 I have illustrated one suitable man 
ner in which the pusher device moves the stack 
of Wrapped blades on the chain 37 into the 
open carton 48. It is noted that the pusher de 
vice 60 comprises a slidably mounted member 
6 provided with a hook portion 62 disposed in 

direct alignment with a stack X of wrapped 
The apparatus is so designed that when 

the stack X of blades engaged by the fingers 18 
and carried along by the movement of the chain 
37 is properly positioned with respect to the 

dotted line position 60' of the pusher member 
60 the said pusher member is caused to be slid 

ably moved to its full line position 60. By such 
action it is seen that the hook portion 62 has 
engaged an end of the stack X and pushed the 
same along the table portion 3 and into a car 
ton, open and in waiting position to receive the 
same, after which it is conveyed away by the 
members 4, the carton flaps being ultimately 
closed in any Suitable manner well known in the 
packaging art. 

Since, as above described, the axial movement 
of the strip 30 is continuous up to the point where 
it is transversely cut by the cutting blade 2D, 
we have provided the following means for main 
taining the blades 40 deposited on the strip in 
proper position. As clearly shown in Figs. 19 
and 20, at the instant when the cutter 2 is 
lowered into the cutting position shown, the strip 
30 being in continuous movement is apt to buckle 
as shown at Y. In order to prevent such buckling 
action of the strip 30 from causing the blade 4 
to be displaced from its proper position, there 
is provided a pair of rollers 8 and fell adjacent 
the point where the cutting takes place, and at 
such position that a blade 40 will be frictionally 
held between the said rollers while the cutting 
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action takes place. As soon as the knife 20 is 
raised from the position shown in Fig. 19, the 
bulge Y will flatten out and the blade 40 will then 
proceed on its way in proper position on the strip 
30 until the said strip reaches the next cutting 
line, when the knife 20 is again effectively . 
brought down to sever the strip 30. The roller 
8 may be mounted on a suitable shaft 82 

journaled in a fixed bracket 204, while the roller 
80 may be mounted on the shaft 83 which in 

turn is journaled in a bracket 84 pivotally 
mounted on a fixed pivot 85. It is thus Seen 
that the tension force of the roller 80 against 
the roller 8 is the force of gravity, or the weight 
of the bracket 84 and the roller 80. If desired 
an additional weight member 86 may be added 
to the bracket to provide additional tension. 
The roller 80 may be provided With a circum 

ferential groove 87 to clear the adhesive Spot 
37. A pair of gears 88 and 89 on the shafts 83 
and 82 respectively may cause the simultaneous 
rotation of the rollers 80, 8, the said gears 88 
and 89 being driven from a driving gear 90 
fixed to the shaft 83. 
While in the foregoing we have described our 

apparatus as applied to the enveloping of the 
naked blades in a single wrapper, it is under 
stood that my invention may be equally satisfac 
torily applied to the wrapping of blades with a 
plurality of wrappers. In the latter event how 
ever, to more efficiently maintain the Wrapper in 
closed position I provide the following means for 
automatically punching a hole in the inner Wrap 
per, so that the adhesive spot 3 may pass there 
through and cause the folded flaps of the outer : 
wrappers to adhere. A blade with an inner layer 
205 and an outer layer 30' formed from the 
strip 30, wrapped in accordance with our inven 
tion and having the holes 206 in the inner Wrap 
per 205 is shown in Fig. 10. 
As shown in Figs. 26 and 27, the eccentric Op 

erative movement of the upper and lower blank 
ing dies 60 and 6 are utilized for automatically 
punching the holes 206 in the inner wrapping 
25. 
The inner wrapping strip 205 may be fed from 

a suitable source of supply (not shown) over a 
roller 207 after which it is passed over a second 
roller 208 and then fed between the rollers 5 
and 52 to overlie the strip 30' and to be axially 
moved simultaneously therewith. 

Adjustably mounted on a bracket 209, Sup 
ported on the rod 8, is a positive hole punching 
die 2 of proper size to provide the holes 206. 
The die 2.0 is disposed on the upper side of the 
strip 205. Disposed on the opposite side of the 
strip 205 from that of the die 2fO is a cooperat 
ing negative hole punching die 2 . The die 2 
is mounted on the bracket 79, for integral move 
ment with the blanking die member 60, so that 
each time the blanking die 60 moves from the 
down position shown in Fig. 26 to the up position 
shown in Fig. 11, the dies 20 and 2 will have 
been brought together to punch a hole 206 in 
the strip 205. A chute portion 22 (see Fig. 27) 
may be provided to carry away the punched out 
portions of the strip 205. The operation of the 
above mentioned hole punching device is so syn 
chronized with respect to the movement of the 
upper blanking die 60, and consequently with 
the movement of the reservoir 82 that the spot of 
adhesive 37 will be deposited through the open 
ing 206 and on the strip 30'. It is thus seen 
from the above description that when the 
double Wrapper package is manufactured the 
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spot of adhesive 3 will hold the enveloped blade 
40 in wrapped condition in the manner clearly 
shown in Fig. 10 of the drawings. 

It is therefore seen that by our invention we 
have produced an improved blade package in 
which the blade contained therein will be pre 
vented from shifting within the wrapping and 
thus the tendency of the sharpened edges of the 
blade to cut through the package is eliminated. 
Also by our inventive process the wrapping of 
razor blades may be greatly speeded up, and at 
the same time simplified. 
While in the drawings we have shown one suit 

able apparatus for producing the wrapped blade 
of our invention and for practicing our process, 
it is understood that other suitable blade wrap 
ping and packaging apparatus known to the art 
may be satisfactorily employed for carrying out 
the various steps of our process. However, par 
ticular attention is drawn to the apparatus for 
performing the blanking and blade feeding op 
erations as well as other portions of the appa 
ratus which are disclosed in greater detail and 
contain certain novel constructional features 
which come within the scope of the present in 
vention, 

In accordance with the provisions of the pat 
ent statutes, I have herein described the prin 
ciple and operation of my invention, together 
With the construction which I now consider to 
represent the best embodiment thereof, but I de 
sire to have it understood that the construction 
shown is only illustrative and that the invention 
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can be carried out by other means. Also, while 
it is designed to use the various features and ele 
ments in the combination and relations de 
scribed, some of these may be altered and others 
Omitted without interfering with the more gen 
eral results outlined, and the invention extends 
to Such use. 

Having described my invention what We claim 
and desire to Secure by Letters Patent is: 

i. In a method of wrapping razor blades of 
the character described the steps comprising 
moving a strip of blade wrapping material axi 
ally, blanking out opposed portions of Said mov 
ing strip adjacent the longitudinal edges there 
of to form pairs of end flaps, intermittently de 
positing razor blades on said moving strip with 
the longitudinal axes of said blades at right an 
gles to the axis of said strip, scoring Said end 
flaps to provide fold lines therefor at points 
coinciding with the unsharpened end edges of 
said blades and transversely cutting said moving 
strip between each pair of adjacently disposed 
blades. 

2. In a method of wrapping razor blades of 
the character described the steps comprising 
moving a strip of blade wrapping material axi 
ally, blanking out opposed portions of Said noV 
ing strip adjacent the longitudinal edges there 
of to form pairs of end flaps, intermittently de 
positing razor blades on said moving strip with 
the longitudinal axes of said blades at right 
angles to the axis of said strip, scoring Said 
end flaps to provide fold lines therefor, folding 
said end flaps inwardly toward each other and 
over one side of said blade on said scored fold 
lines and against the end edges of said blade, 
said end edges of said blade serving as folding 
gauges, and transversely cutting said strip be 
tween each pair of adjacently disposed blades. 

3. In a method of wrapping razor blades of 
the character described the steps comprising 
moving a strip of blade wrapping material axi 
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ally, blanking out opposed portions of said mov 
ing strip adjacent the longitudinal edges there 
of to form pairs of end flaps, intermittently de 
positing razor blades on said moving strip with 
the longitudinal axes of said blades at right 
angles to the axis of said strip, providing said 
end flaps with fold lines, automatically fold 
ing said end flaps inwardly toward each other 
and over one side of said blade on said fold 
lines and against the unsharpened end edges of 
said blade, and transversely cutting said strip 
between each pair of adjacently disposed blades. 

4. In a method of wrapping razor blades of 
the character described the steps comprising 
moving a strip of blade Wrapping material axi 
ally, blanking out opposed portions of said strip 
adjacent the longitudinal edges thereof while the 
said strip continues to move, to form pairs of 
end flaps and subsequent pairs of side flaps, scor 
ing said end flaps while said strip continues to 
move to provide fold lines therefor, depositing 
a spot of gidhesive on one of said side flaps, 
intermittently depositing razor blades on said 
strip while said strip continues to move, said 
blades being disposed in alignment with and be 
tween pairs of end flaps and with the longitudi 
nal axes of said blades at right angles to the 
direction of motion of said moving strip, first 
folding said end flaps inwardly towards each 
other over said blade, then folding the Said side 
flap having the adhesive spot thereover, then 
folding said other side flap to overlie said ad 
hesive spot and exerting a slight pressure to 
cause said side flaps to be joined by said adhe 
sive. 

5. In a method of wrapping razor blades of 
the character described the steps comprising 
continuously moving a strip of blade Wrapping 
material in a given direction, blanking Out op 
posed portions of said strip adjacent the longi 
tudinal edges thereof while the said strip con 
tinues to move, to form pairs of end flaps and 
subsequent pairs of side flaps, scoring said end 
flaps while said strip continues to move to pro 
vide fold lines therefor, intermittently deposit 
ing razor blades on said strip, while said strip 
continues to move, said blades being disposed 
in alignment with and between pairs of end flaps 
and with the longitudinal axes of said blades at 
right angles to the direction of motion of said 
moving strip and automatically causing said end 
flaps to be folded inwardly toward each other 
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on said scored fold lines and against the end 
edges of said blades, while said strip continues 
to Ove. 

6. In a method of wrapping razor blades of 
the character described the steps comprising 
causing a strip of blade wrapping material to 
be moved in a given direction, blanking out op 
posed portions of said strip adjacent the lon 
gitudinal edges thereof, while the said strip 
continues to move, to form pairs of end 
flaps and pairs of side flaps, scoring said 
end flaps while said strip continues to move to 
provide fold lines therefor, intermittently de 
positing razor blades on said strip while said 
strip continues to move, said blades being dis 
posed in alignment with and between pairs of 
end flaps and with the longitudinal axes of said 
blades at right angles to the direction of motion 
of said moving strip, automatically folding said 
end flaps inwardly toward each other on said 
Scored fold lines and against the end edges of 
Said blades while said strip continues to move 
and transversely cutting said strip between each 
adjacent pair of blades on a predetermined cut 
ting line, while said strip continues to move. 

7. In a method of wrapping razor blades of 
the character described the steps comprising 
moving a strip of blade wrapping material in a 
given direction, blanking out opposed portions 
of said strip adjacent the longitudinal edges 
thereof while the said strip continues to move, 
to form pairs of end flaps and pairs of side flaps, 
Scoring said end flaps while said strip continues 
to move to provide fold lines therefor, intermit 
tently depositing razor blades on said strip while 
said strip continues to move, said blades being 
disposed in alignment with and between pairs of 
end flaps and with the longitudinal axes of said 
blades at right angles to the direction of motion 
of said moving strip, automatically folding said 
end flaps inwardly toward each other on said 
scored fold lines and against the end edges of 
said blades while said strip continues to move, 
transversely cutting said strip between each ad 
jacent pair of blades on a predetermined cut 
ting line while said strip continues to move and 
folding said side flaps inwardly toward each 
other to overlap and completely envelop each 
individual blade. w 

ROSS NADEAU, 
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